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As I have stated, yes, the virus does exist. You cannot lock down 2 billion people
or more as time goes over absolutely nothing, nor just out of the window crash an
economy, nor fool all the high IQ people like doctors worldwide, and all
academics and research institutions [who are by the millions are looking into the
situation], with something totally non existent, all out of the blue. At least a
percent like 10% would all have went out and gone ballistic about its
non-existence.

The existence of it is nowhere close to justify any measures and other things
happening, media chaos, 24/7 fearmongering, however, and no, it's not like the
types currently residing in power suddenly got really caring all of a sudden for the
people and wanted to save them from what they have effectively allowed to
spread down to the last minute in most cases. Or purposefully due to exercised
carelessness in others such as in the case of China.

Lots of meaningful posts and replies by many have been written before so those
who may want to know more, do some reading around the forums.

The virus, however, is only a general situation allowing for other possibilities to
emerge, these can be seen, the issues are more and where it's going, more
complex. This is not merely about locking people in, it's a mass experiment, a
test drive, a time through which numerous things are implemented, and all of
these it is, at the same time. This has opened the gates for positive and negative
things in the future, one of the negatives being, haphazard installation of 5G
without any checking.

One thing in regards to 5G, this allows "behind the back and no protests"
implementation. By the time people are out, many governments will have
installed the major props of 5G without people even having the ability to accept or
reject any of this. When people will be out it will already be a 5G world, with all
the lacks of check in place.

People observed all sorts of things from 5G weeks in as it was installed, like
killing bugs, birds, small animals, and causing all sorts of bad incidents. Israel will
be going for a safer type of implementation, but Western Nations are going to
implement "quickly" and with zero fucks given because of the policy of "We gotta
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do it cause of China and cause we need fast global surveillance Network like the
kikes told us is necessary, getting told by the greys", type of stupid stuff.

A lot of people in Wuhan were probably affected by this, but the issues of 5G and
the virus appear to be two ongoing problems in their own way.

5G in the long term will be worse than the virus because it will slowly and with
cloaked issues cause, by itself, all sorts of weird complications, both for privacy,
and for many other things. By the time the virus situation will have subsided, 5G
will be just taking the baby steps into the experiments and implementations that
are to happen with it.

If Governments followed the 5G implementations on a low scale, we would be in
no danger. But they certainly will not. This is what this virus situation proves.
They will not hesitate to probably weaponize this thing either, nor they will
hesitate to use the 5G to install facial recognition cameras and make the world
worse than China.

This is also to replace fundamental freedoms such as the ability to go where you
want without being in a state of permanent surveillance, with forced
implementation of self-driving cars, etc. All of the nine yards is promoted as
"Cool, futuristic", or even as a "future that would come anyway and that's just the
way it is", but in the reality of things, this is only an alien and reptilian concoction
that is made to appear this way and marketed like this to the masses, because
the reality of how they will exist under this system will be far more severe.

People get a taste of this now, with the currently issued global quarantines. Only
in the future, this will be nothing compared to this. In the future, maybe the
"system" will lock you inside your house for your own safety. If you have been a
bad goyim [or even if someone in an IT room wants to have a laugh at you, even
if you were the perfect goyim all your life, who knows], maybe your fridge will lock
and you will not eat, and if your social rating drops too low, maybe you will not be
able to be sold any food. If someone is given food by someone, the 5G grid will
be able to in real time locate where the food transaction took place. The day
after, the person that gave the food to the "rebel" and "evil dissident" may just
have their own social rating down, or they may just disappear in some drone
shoot-out.

People think the above sounds a lot like a movie, but why? Because indeed,
these have been predictive programming done in novels and movies for decades
now. China is only one step away from implementing the above in full severity. In
the West, we are now preparing to enter this circle where things will be really



serious.

5G in itself is not necessarily the devil, it is a technology of general purpose, it's
about its implementation, use, and at what frequency and power it will be worked
on. But in the hands of the enemy, this will definitely be used nefariously and be
one step further into the general "turn them into sick borgs and try to profit"
greater scheme of affairs.

On another level, the 5G constitutes other dangers as it's unclear what will be
built further and in the future ON TOP of the 5G grid. The global "real-time"
surveillance network and potential mind control network is not a conspiracy
theory, this can be achieved through 5G or technologies which already exist but
could be easily and secretly be implemented on top of the abilities the 5G can
provide.

This opens the way for more systems like the Chinese system, such as internet
control, digital currency system, "social ranking system" that runs in real time,
finding targets in real time, deploying small scale AI to break down freedoms,
mass bots, fast information absorption for AI to function for some intended
purpose, and the plan to unite all appliances in the "Internet of things", for
reasons primarily of privacy invasion and mass control. Even fridges now have
cameras. As if a fucking fridge now needed a 'camera' and to be connected to
Facebook. That is also only the very tip of the iceberg with where this situation
will go.

Clearly it's of no military or otherwise any major importance for a fridge to literally
listen to you, and if you want google, and one is so bored and dumb that they
want to vocally give the command for their machine to make pop corn, there are
other ways to do this, and certainly so without any internet connectivity
whatsoever.

But internet connectivity is required as part of the largest plan of the powers that
be, which are influenced by the greys, in implementing that structure for things
that only if they understand their ends, they would be scared themselves and
stop their implementation today. The greys have a large scale plan for this, that
most people wouldn't currently imagine. Turning the world into a "grid" is
necessary for them for mass implants that are controlled in real time, without the
possibility of human escape. This has also nothing to do with "connected"-ness or
anything like that, that the stupid masses are told it has to do with.

If we were so afraid of the military part vs China, the 5G could only be
implemented in the military structures, as with civilians, most are perfectly fine



with the internet speeds already attained as is [these can be doubled or tripled
without any implementation of 5G if desired, and 5G is not the only forced way to
do this, fiber optic has insane capabilities and this can be easily combined with
already existing WIFI technology], even if this has to do with nonsensical things
such as "virtual reality".

Virtual reality for the greys is necessary so that human beings will eventually give
out and forsake any actual spiritual practice, in essence, driving them to an
insignificant digital world, not different from the movie "The Matrix", in which the
AI or the powers that be exercise infinite power over subjects 24/7 in a case
where they do not possess any free will, but live in sloppy digital landscape.

The spiritual level is something that has an existence and is valid everywhere,
people larping in a video game doesn't affect the reality of the cosmos in any
way, just 1 and 0 in a server somewhere. This isn't also for kids to be able to play
fun games, making the case of making pop corn easier and vocal with Internet
devices, it's about other and deeper goals certain circles have in mind.

An oligarchy [and after stage an alien oligarchy] requires these means in order to
completely control over the masses without any ability of the masses to ever
break out. Hunger games and related movies are then to ensue, if not worse
things. The rest is just advertising and byproducts to get people to accept this or
sit back and let this unfold.
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